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Summary

Asymmetric intracellular signals enable cells to migrate in

response to external cues. The multiprotein WAVE (also
known as SCAR or WASF) complex activates the actin-

nucleating Arp2/3 complex [1–4] and localizes to propa-
gating ‘‘waves,’’ which direct actin assembly during

neutrophil migration [5, 6]. Here, we observe similar WAVE
complex dynamics in other mammalian cells and analyze

WAVE complex dynamics during establishment of neutro-
phil polarity. Earlier models proposed that spatially biased

generation [7] or selection of protrusions [8] enables chemo-
taxis. These models require existing morphological polarity

to control protrusions. We show that spatially biased gener-
ation and selection of WAVE complex recruitment also occur

in morphologically unpolarized neutrophils during develop-
ment of their first protrusions. Additionally, several mecha-

nisms limit WAVE complex recruitment during polarization

and movement: Intrinsic cues restrict WAVE complex distri-
bution during establishment of polarity, and asymmetric

intracellular signals constrain it in morphologically polar-
ized cells. External gradients can overcome both intrinsic

biases and control WAVE complex localization. After latrun-
culin-mediated inhibition of actin polymerization, addition

and removal of agonist gradients globally recruits and
releases the WAVE complex from the membrane. Under

these conditions, the WAVE complex no longer polarizes,
despite the presence of strong external gradients. Thus,

actin polymer and the WAVE complex reciprocally interact
during polarization.

Results and Discussion

For neutrophils, the WAVE complex is required for motility and
polarity, exhibits propagating waves generated through rapid
sequential rounds of recruitment and release of the complex
from the plasma membrane, and requires actin polymer for
its recycling from the plasma membrane [6]. Several pieces
of evidence suggest that similar WAVE complex dynamics
organize protrusion in other metazoan cells: The WAVE
complex is required for the movement and morphogenesis of
cells in C. elegans [9], Drosophila [10, 11], and mice [3, 12];
the WAVE complex localizes to the tips of protruding lamelli-
podia in B16F10 murine melanoma cells [13] (Figure 1A and
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Movie S1 available online); and this leading-edge localization
represents rapidly cycling WAVE complex (a half-life of 8.6 s
for WAVE in murine melanoma cells compared to 6.4 s for
the Hem-1 component of the neutrophil WAVE complex [6,
14]). To determine whether actin assembly is required for
WAVE complex recycling in cells other than neutrophils, we
depolymerized the actin cytoskeleton in B16F10 cells express-
ing a fluorescently tagged subunit of the WAVE complex
(Abi1). Actin disassembly resulted in cessation of WAVE
complex movement and significant WAVE complex enrich-
ment (2.4 6 0.3 fold, p < .005) near the plasma membrane
(Figure 1B and Movie S2), suggesting that actin is also required
for WAVE complex recycling in these cells. Collectively, these
data suggest that the WAVE complex exhibits similar proper-
ties in diverse mammalian cells and is probably a general regu-
lator of cell migration throughout metazoans.

WAVE complex dynamics exhibit several features that make
them ideal for a quantitative readout of polarity in neutrophils
as compared to other internal signals such as the phospholipid
PIP3 [15–17] or cell morphology [7, 8, 18]. PIP3 now appears to
be dispensable for chemotaxis in neutrophils [19] and Dictyos-
telium [20]. Morphology results from the integration of many
signals. Compared to previous morphological studies [7, 8],
our use of total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) imaging
only visualizes the footprint of the cell and is likely to empha-
size stabilized protrusions versus protrusions that are unlinked
to the surface.

To compare WAVE complex dynamics and cell morphology
as readouts for polarity, we analyzed cells after exposure to
chemoattractant gradients (Figures 1C and 1D and Movie
S3). We developed automated image-analysis software
(Figure S1) to quantify the relation between agonist perturba-
tions and WAVE complex response for a large number of cells.
When a micropipette containing agonist was moved to a new
location, WAVE complex recruitment changed more dra-
matically in the following 10 s than did cell morphology
(Figure 1C, compare 84 s to 94 s). For quiescent cells exposed
to gradients of chemoattractant, significant WAVE complex
asymmetry was observed in the absence of obvious morpho-
logical polarity (Figure 2B, 14 s time point). We examined these
cells to determine how morphological protrusions and WAVE
complex behavior relate to the external gradient. Both were
highly accurate in predicting the ultimate gradient direction.
However, protrusions oscillated significantly around the true
gradient direction (SD = 24%), whereas changes in WAVE
complex behavior were more precisely aligned with the
gradient (SD = 12%). These data suggest that under our stim-
ulation conditions, changes in WAVE complex dynamics
represent a more quantitative and robust readout of polarity
than does cell morphology.

The establishment of WAVE complex asymmetry was deter-
mined by analyzing the signaling response of an initially
quiescent cell to chemoattractant (Figure 2A). Quiescent cells
were exposed to a range of agonist increases and split into
two equal-size populations on the basis of the size of the
mean estimated increase in fractional receptor occupancy (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures; 0.63 was the median
increase). Among our micropipette experiments, the average
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receptor-occupancy change correlated better with cell
response than did the slope of the gradient (data not shown).
Cells exposed to increases in estimated mean receptor occu-
pancy from 0 to < 0.63 responded to the new gradient with
focused generation of WAVE complex recruitment (Figures 2B
and 2D and Movie S4). Formean receptor-occupancy increases
greater than 0.63, most cells produced a relatively uniform
distribution of WAVE complex recruitment that collapsed into
a focused distribution on the up-gradient surface (Figures 2C
and 2D and Movie S5). In both cases, WAVE complex asymme-
try ultimately aligns with the external agonist gradient.

Previous analyses of uniformly stimulated neutrophils
showed initially uniform signaling responses before cells
became polarized [6, 17]. It is unknown whether cells can
also produce initially asymmetric signaling in response to
uniform stimulation. To test this possibility, we observed the
responses of quiescent cells (when cells lost all WAVE
complex dynamics and any obvious morphological front and

Figure 1. Propagating Waves of the WAVE

Complex Are Mechanistically Conserved in Other

Mammalian Cells and Represent a Dynamic

Quantitative Polarity Readout in Neutrophils

(A) Representative TIRF time-lapse sequences for

a B16F10 fibroblast cell migrating on fibronectin

expressing Abi1 (a component of the WAVE

complex) tagged with YFP. As in HL-60 cells,

propagating waves of the WAVE complex are

observed at the leading edge (Movie S1). The

red asterisk represents a stationary fiduciary

mark indicating WAVE complex movement.

(B) Representative Abi1-YFP TIRF time-lapse

sequences for a migrating B16F10 fibroblast

exposed to 10 mM latrunculin at 0 s. Similar to

HL-60 cells, B16F10 cells exhibit an enrichment

of WAVE complex near the membrane after latrun-

culin treatment, suggesting a role for actin poly-

mer in WAVE complex recycling (Movie S2).

(C) Representative bright-field and Hem1-YFP

TIRF time-lapse sequences for a HL-60 cell

executing a turn in response to a change in the

direction of the agonist gradient (Movie S3).

(D) Corresponding heat map shows wave

response. The green arrow indicates the initial

up-gradient direction; the red arrow indicates

the final up-gradient direction. Bars represent

5 mm.

back). A mean receptor-occupancy
increase from 0 to 0.1 caused the cells
to produce focused WAVE complex
recruitment (Figures 3A and 3C and
Movie S6). In contrast, a mean receptor-
occupancy increase from 0 to 0.7 caused
cells to produce a spatially uniform distri-
bution of WAVE complex recruitment that
ultimately collapsed into a focused distri-
bution (Figures 3B and 3C and Movie S7).
The first detectable response in either
case occurred approximately 12–18 s
after stimulation. These data suggest
that immediate signaling asymmetries
are generated in response to small
agonist steps. Previous studies exam-
ining the establishment of PIP3 asymme-
try [17] and WAVE asymmetry [6] used

larger increases in receptor occupancy, conditions that
prevent the initially focused recruitment of WAVE complex in
response to uniform chemoattractant (Figures 3B and 3C).

There are several potential mechanisms that could constrain
WAVE complex dynamics to a limited region of the cell surface.
For instance, upstream molecular asymmetries could act to
restrict WAVE complex recruitment to a limited region of the
cell surface during the establishment of polarity. An example
of this type of internal directional bias is centrosome position,
which influences the initial axis of morphological polarity in
response to uniform chemoattractant [21]. This sort of intrinsic
bias could be responsible for the immediate WAVE complex
polarity in response to small steps in uniform chemoattractant
(Figure 3A). A second source of internal directional bias could
operate during migration. Moving cells have polarized
morphologies and intracellular signals, which act as a direc-
tional bias to restrict protrusions near the existing leading
edge [18, 22]. This type of internal directional bias spatially
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Figure 2. Cells Establish Hem-1 Wave Asymmetry through Either Focused Generation or Uniform Generation Followed by Selection

(A) Illustration of experimental setup. An agonist gradient was applied to a cell and then removed. This process was necessary to ensure quiescence

because cells adhered to a coverslip often exhibited polarity and motility even in the absence of chemoattractant. Cells were classified as quiescent

when they lost all wave dynamics and any obvious morphological front and back. The micropipette was repositioned at a different angle and the gradient

was reapplied at t = 0 s. Therefore, all cells start with a mean receptor occupancy of 0 for this figure. The angle difference and interval between agonist appli-

cations did not affect WAVE complex distribution, nor did the cell retain memory of the original micropipette position after the micropipette was turned back

on (Figure S2).

(B and C) Representative differential interference contrast (DIC) and Hem-1-YFP TIRF time-lapse sequences and corresponding heat maps show that cells

exhibit a focused (B) (Movie S4) or uniform (C) (Movie S5) distribution of waves. Note that wave asymmetry is apparent in the absence of any obvious

morphological differences (as indicated by arrowheads). Green arrows indicate initial the up-gradient direction; red arrows indicate the final up-gradient

direction. Bars represent 5 mm.

(D) Bar graph (left) of a 20 s average of wave response immediately after gradient reapplication. Black bars show response for cells with mean receptor

occupancy (poststimulation) of < 0.63. Gray bars indicate cells with mean receptor occupancy (poststimulation) of >0.63. Error bars represent the standard

error of the mean (SEM). Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between means of each sector (p < 0.05, Student’s t test). The dot plot (right)

shows a statistically significant difference (p = .03, Student’s t test) between the mean widths (red lines) of the distributions as defined in Figure S1.
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Figure 3. Directional Bias Limits Wave Generation in Response to Small Increases in Mean Receptor Occupancy

(A and B) Initially quiescent cells were subjected to spatially uniform increases in mean receptor occupancy from 0 to 0.1 (at t = 0 s), which produced focused

waves (A) (Movie S6), or from 0 to 0.7 (at t = 0 s), which produced a spatially uniform distribution of Hem-1 waves that ultimately collapsed into a focused

distribution (B) (Movie S7). Bars represent 5 mm.

(C) The dot plot shows a statistically significant difference (p = .001, Student’s t test) between the mean widths (red lines) of the distributions.

(D and E) Representative time-lapse images of cells with prepolarized WAVE complex distributions responding to spatially uniform increases in mean

receptor occupancy from (D) 0.61 to 0.73 (n = 6; Movie S8) or (E) 0.39 to 0.73 (n = 8; Movie S9).

(F) The dot plot shows a statistically significant difference (p = 0.01, Student’s t test) between the changes in wave width for small versus large increases in

mean receptor occupancy (note that mean receptor occupancies are statistically different even after removing the outlier for the 0.61 to 0.73 increase). These

data suggest that intrinsic directional bias can maintain the asymmetric distribution of WAVE complex over a limited range of agonist concentrations in both

quiescent and prepolarized cells.
restricts WAVE complex responses for intermediate increases
in mean receptor occupancy (Figure 3D and Movie S8) in
a manner similar to the role of an intrinsic bias during the estab-
lishment of polarity. However, larger steps of uniform agonist
elicited uniform WAVE complex recruitment (Figures 3E and
3F and Movie S9), indicating that this bias can be overcome.

During chemotaxis, both an external bias from the agonist
gradient and the cell’s intrinsic biases could influence the
establishment of WAVE complex asymmetries. In other cell
types, such as Dictyostelium, only agonist gradients and not
uniform chemoattractant produce signaling polarity [15]. Under
these conditions, it is difficult to separate the effects of intrinsic
biases from those of the external gradient. In contrast, neutro-
phils exhibit signaling polarity in uniform chemoattractant as
well as gradients [17], enabling us to determine the role of
internal directional bias independent of gradient sensing.

External gradients limit the spatial extent of WAVE complex
recruitment for initially quiescent cells (Figure 2B). Here,
external gradients set the final direction of WAVE complex
polarity and overwhelm any internal signaling biases within
the cell. This occurs for mean receptor-occupancy increases
less than 0.63. In contrast, under a condition in which only
internal signaling biases operate, a similar step size (an
increase of 0.34) elicited uniform WAVE complex recruitment
in polarized cells (Figure 3E). These data indicate that gradient
sensing can overwhelm intrinsic biases and can constrain cell
responses over a larger range of agonist increases than
intrinsic biases.

Some cues such as PIP3 can polarize in the absence of actin
rearrangements [15, 17, 23, 24], but it is unclear whether WAVE
complex asymmetry can also be uncoupled from downstream
actin-dependent morphological rearrangements. We treated
neutrophils with latrunculin to inhibit actin polymerization.
Even in the absence of external agonist, latrunculin transiently
increased the concentration of WAVE complex at the
membrane (Figure 4A, 40 s). Under these conditions, the
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Figure 4. Actin Polymer Is Required for Establishment of Hem-1 Wave Asymmetry

(A) Transient formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP) pulses (red trace) induce transient Hem-1-YFP (black trace) accumulation at the membrane. An

initially migrating cell was subjected to 20 mM latrunculin treatment for depolymerizing the actin cytoskeleton (40 s). This induced Hem-1-YFP recruitment

even in the absence of external stimuli. Subsequent fMLP pulses from a micropipette (160 and 300 s) induced further recruitment. When the agonist was

removed, Hem-1-YFP quickly disappeared from the membrane.

(B) Selected TIRF images (Movie S10) from the traces shown in (A). Red arrows indicate the direction of gradient pulses. Arrowheads indicate areas of signif-

icant Hem-1-YFP accumulation at the membrane. Note the broad distribution after each agonist pulse. The bar represents 5 mm.

(C) Dot plot of a 20 s average of wave response immediately after an agonist pulse for cells untreated (2lat) and treated with 20 mM latrunculin (+lat). There is

a statistically significant difference between the mean widths (red lines) of the two populations (p = .002, Student’s t test).

(D) Untreated cells that showed an initially broad wave distribution after an agonist pulse were compared to latrunculin-treated cells. The wave distribution in

untreated cells converged into a focused distribution, whereas the wave distribution in latrunculin-treated cells did not converge. Error bars represent the

SEM. The inset shows statistical significance between the differences in mean sectors (red lines) of the two populations (p = .002, Student’s t test).
WAVE complex still responds to stimulation, although WAVE
complex puncta are observed instead of propagating waves.
Sudden addition of an agonist gradient increased WAVE
complex recruitment (Figure 4A, 160 and 300 s), whereas
removal of agonist caused WAVE complex release from the
membrane (Figure 4A, 200 and 360 s). In latrunculin-treated
cells exposed to gradients of chemoattractant, the localization
of WAVE complex was relatively uniform (Figure 4B, 170 and
330 s, and Movie S10). Untreated cells typically produced
focused WAVE complex recruitment in response to small
increases in agonist gradients (Figure 2B). In contrast, latrun-
culin-treated cells that experienced a similar increase in
receptor occupancy exhibited a significantly wider WAVE
complex distribution (Figure 4C). Therefore, actin polymer,
which is generated downstream of the WAVE complex, also
appears to be required for the initial generation of WAVE
complex asymmetry in neutrophils. Additionally, for control
cells exposed to large increases in agonist gradients, the
WAVE complex was initially relatively uniform but resolved
into a more focused distribution over time. In contrast, this
selection mechanism was not apparent over the timescale
analyzed in latrunculin-treated cells (Figure 4D). Furthermore,
previous studies implicate actin polymer as a factor that stabi-
lizes signaling components at the membrane [25, 26], whereas
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our data suggest that actin polymerization can also remove
signaling proteins from the membrane.

We used biochemical fractionation to measure WAVE
complex enrichment near the plasma membrane as a comple-
ment to our TIRF studies. A significant two-fold enrichment of
the WAVE complex was observed in the plasma membrane
fraction after stimulation and actin depolymerization, indi-
cating that at least some of the TIRF-visible pool of the
WAVE complex represents plasma membrane association
(Figure S3).

Conclusions

Two models cover how cells reorient polarity during directional
migration, and aspects of each apply to how cells initially
establish polarity. One model showed that Dicytostelium
respond by selectively retaining the pseudopod that experi-
ences the highest agonist concentration, rather than biasing
pseudopod generation [8]. In our system, the unit of selection
is not a pseudopod, but rather smaller organizing units con-
sisting of WAVE complex recruitment events. In contrast, the
local generation model for chemotaxis proposes that the
chemotactic behavior of the cell is the sum of local, indepen-
dent protrusion events all over the surface of the pseudopod
[7]. Once a cell is polarized, the probability of a protrusion
event occurring in a particular location on the pseudopod
depends on the relative local concentration of agonist. Extend-
ing this generation-based model to unpolarized cells can
explain how a cell can initially bias WAVE complex asymmetry
when receptor occupancy is low (w0.1), a phenomenon inex-
plicable by a selection-based model. However, the genera-
tion-based model fails to explain how cells could generate
WAVE complex recruitment everywhere and selectively retain
WAVE complex recruitment up-gradient, so each model
succeeds where the other fails.

We propose a model in which local generation events are
linked to cellular adaptation machinery. For small increases
in agonist, a generation-based mechanism leads to immedi-
ately focused polarity. For larger increases in agonist, the
generation machinery is saturated, resulting in a uniform
WAVE complex distribution. In this case, global adaptation
allows the cell to selectively retain WAVE complex recruitment
to achieve WAVE asymmetry in a direction set by intrinsic
biases or the external gradient. Our model enables the cell to
balance rapid polarization (initial signal generation to the up-
gradient side) with a more robust polarization (a slower gradual
selection of uniform signal distribution, which can occur over
a wider range of stimulation conditions). Importantly, the
dominant mechanism of polarization depends on the amount
of stimulation.

Intriguingly, actin polymerization is essential for WAVE
complex polarizationduring chemotaxis. There aremanyexam-
ples of loss-of-function perturbations of chemotactic signaling
that block intracellular signaling responses including PIP3

generation, Ras and Rac activation, actin polymerization, and
morphological changes in response to external chemoattrac-
tant [5, 26–32]. The WAVE complex is the first example of an
intracellular signal that depends on actin polymer for its polari-
zation, but not for its global responsiveness to stimulation.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, three

figures, and ten movies and can be found with this article online at http://

www.current-biology.com/supplemental/S0960-9822(09)00537-5.
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